CSULA ARENA THEATER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LOADING INFORMATION
- Double Doors: Height: 6’-9”; Width: 5’-5”
- Walkway is 4’ wide. Planters on both sides

DRESSING ROOMS  (shared by all spaces)
- All Dressing room located backstage - same level as stage near Playhouse
- 1 -Double Occupancy Star Dressing Rooms
- 2 -Triple Occupancy Star Dressing Rooms
- Men’s Chorus: 18 makeup stations
- Women’s Chorus: 18 makeup stations
- Makeup Room: 28 makeup stations
- Restrooms and Showers located in both Chorus rooms: 3 stalls/2 showers
- Green Room with refrigerator and Quick Change Restroom – near dressing rooms
- Triple Occupancy Dressing Room available for locked storage.

STAGE SPECIFICATION
Black box with flexible seating
- Booth is permanently installed on North wall
- Double door loading door: Height: 6’-8”; Width: 5’-5” @panic bars
- Room: 35’-1” by 58’-3” wall to wall
  SL post to SR post 33’-7”  Wall to booth 51’-10”
- Stage Floor to bottom of pipe grid: 8’-9”
- Stage floor to bottom of air ducts: 7’ to 8’6”

CURTAINS
- Flat Black legs: 10 @ 48” x 8’9”
- Flat black borders: 2 @ 12” x 10’

ELECTRICS
- Pipe grid: 1 ½ Sch. 40 over the acting area
- 8’-9” to bottom of pipe
- 94 dimmers
  - 70 overhead
  - 11 on the walls
  - 13 accessible on the NW exterior of the building
- Control points are located in the booth and SE corner of the room.

AUDIO
- Classroom rack is permanently installed near the SW corner of the room
- Other equipment is available for use in this space.
- Control points are located in the booth and SE corner of the room.